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Abstract 

Let G be a connected graph and let S be a minimum monophonic global dominating set of 

G. A subset ST   is called a forcing subset for S if S is the unique minimum monophonic 

global dominating set containing T. A forcing subset for S of minimum cardinality is a minimum 

forcing subset of S. The forcing monophonic global domination number of S, denoted by  ,Sf m  

is the cardinality of a minimum forcing subset of S. The forcing monophonic global domination 

number of G, denoted by  ,Gf m  is     ,min SfGf mm    where the minimum is taken over 

all minimum monophonic global dominating sets S in G. Some of its general properties are 

studied. It is shown that for every pair ba,  of integers with ,0 ba   there exists a connected 

graph G such that   aGf m   and   ,bGm   where  Gm  is the global domination number of 

a graph.  

1. Introduction 

Let  EVG ,  be a graph with a vertex set  GV  and edge set  GE  (or 

simply V and E, respectively, Furthermore, we say that a graph G has order 
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 GVn   and size   .GEm   For basic graph theoretic terminology, we 

refer to [2]. A vertex v is adjacent to another vertex u if and only if there 

exists an edge  .GEuve   If  ,GEuv   we say that 𝑢 is a neighbor of v 

and denote by  ,vNG  the set of neighbors of v. The degree of a vertex Vv   

is     .deg vNv GG   A vertex v is said to be a universal vertex if 

  .1deg  nvG  A vertex v is called an extreme vertex if the sub graph 

induced by v is complete. The length of a path is the number of its edges. Let 

u and v be vertices of a connected graph G. A shortest vu   path is also 

called a vu   geodesic. The (shortest path) distance is defined as the length 

of a vu   geodesic in G and is denoted by  vudG ,  or  vud ,  for short if the 

graph is clear from the context. A chord of a path P is an edge which connects 

two non-adjacent vertices of P. An vu   path is called a monophonic path if 

it is a chordless path. For two vertices u and v, the closed interval  vuJ ,  

consists of all the vertices lying in a vu   monophonic path including the 

vertices u and v. If u and v are adjacent, then    .,, vuvuJ   For a set M of 

vertices, let    .,, vuJMJ Mvu    Then certainly  .MJM   A set 

 GVM   is called a monophonic set of G if   .VMJ   The monophonic 

number  Gm  of G is the minimum order of its monophonic sets and any 

monophonic set of order  Gm  is called a m-set of G. The monophonic number 

of a graph was studied in [1, 5-13].  

A subset  GVD   is called a dominating set if every vertex in DV \  is 

adjacent to at least one vertex of D. The domination number,  ,G  of a graph 

G denotes the minimum cardinality of such dominating sets of G. A minimum 

dominating set of a graph G is hence often called as a -set of G. The 

domination concept was studied in [3, 4]. A subset VD   is called a global 

dominating set in G if D is a dominating set in G and .G  The global 

domination number  G  is the minimum cardinality of a minimum global 

dominating set in G. The concept of global domination in graph was 

introduced in [14]. A set VM   is said to be a monophonic global 

dominating set of G if M is both a monophonic set and a global dominating set 

of G. The minimum cardinality of a monophonic global dominating set of G is 

the monophonic global domination number of G and is denoted by  .Gm  A 
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monophonic global dominating set of cardinality  Gm  is called a m -set of 

G. The concept of monophonic global domination in graph was introduced in 

[15].  

A social network theory is concerned about the study of relationships 

between the members of a group. A social network clique is a dominating 

clique which is a group of representatives of the network who can 

communicate themselves directly. A status in a network is a subset S of 

members of the group such that any two of them have the same relationship 

outside S in the network. A group of people equivalent if any two of them 

have same relationship between people in the social network. Kelleher and 

Cozzens exhibited that these sets can be determined using the properties of 

dominating sets. Concepts related to minimal path also appear in the social 

sciences. When members of a social group are represented by vertices, and 

particular relationships between members by edges of a graph, then the 

monophonic number can be considered as the smallest number p such that 

every member of a group is contained in a minimal chain of relationships 

between chosen p members.  

The following theorem is used in sequel.  

Theorem 1.1 [15]. Each extreme vertex of a connected graph G belongs to 

every monophonic global dominating set of G.  

2. The Forcing Monophonic Global Domination  

Number of a Graph 

 Definition 2.1. Let G be a connected graph and let M be a minimum 

monophonic global dominating set of G. A subset MT   is called a forcing 

subset for M if M is the unique minimum monophonic global dominating set 

containing T. A forcing subset for M of minimum cardinality is a minimum 

forcing subset of M. The forcing monophonic global domination number of M, 

denoted by  ,Mf m  is the cardinality of a minimum forcing subset of M. The 

forcing monophonic global domination number of G, denoted by  ,Gf m  is 

    ,min MfGf mm    where the minimum is taken over all minimum 

monophonic global dominating sets M in G.  
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Example 2.2. For the graph G given in Figure 2.1,  ,,, 5311 vvvM   

       7425642454236412 ,,,,,,,,,,, vvvMvvvMvvvMvvvM   and 

 7526 ,, vvvM   are the only six minimum monophonic global dominating 

sets of G such that          54321 MfMfMfMfMf mmmmm     

  26   Mf m  so that   .2 Gf m   

 

Figure 2.1 

Definition 2.3. A vertex v is said to be a monophonic global dominating 

vertex of G if v belongs to every minimum monophonic global dominating set 

of G. If G has a unique minimum monophonic global dominating set M, then 

every vertex of M is a monophonic global dominating set of G.  

Example 2.4. For the graph G given in Figure 2.2,  7521 ,, vvvM   and 

 7422 ,, vvvM   are the only two m -sets of G such that  72, vvX   is 

the set of all monophonic global dominating vertices of G. 

 

Figure 2.2 

Note 2.5. Each extreme vertex and each universal vertex of G are 

monophonic global dominating vertices of G. In fact there are monophonic 

global dominating vertices which are neither extreme vertices of G nor 

universal vertices of G. For the graph G given in Figure 2.2, 2v  is a 
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monophonic global dominating vertex of G which is neither an extreme vertex 

nor a universal vertex of G.  

The next theorem follows immediately from the definition of the 

monophonic global domination number and the forcing monophonic global 

domination number of a connected graph G.  

Observation 2.6. For every connected graph    .0, GGfG mm     

Remark 2.7. The bounds in the Observation 2.6 are sharp. For the 

complete graph    GVMnKG n  ,2  is the unique m -set of G so that 

  .0 Gf m  For the cycle 5CG   with    ,,,,, 54321 vvvvvGV   

       ,,,,,,,,,,,, 1544543343223211 vvvMvvvMvvvMvvvM   

       ,,,,,,,,,,,, 1538542743162155 vvvMvvvMvvvMvvvM   

 2149 ,, vvvM   and  32510 ,, vvvM   are the only ten m -sets of G such 

that   3 im Mf  and   3 Gm  for 1i  to 10 so that   .3 Gf m  Also the 

bounds are strict. For the graph in Figure 2.1,     .2,3   GfG mm  Thus 

   .0 GGf mm     

Theorem: 2.8. Let G be a connected graph. Then  

(a)   0 Gf m  if and only if G has a unique m -set.  

(b)   1 Gf m  if and only if G has at least two m -sets, one of which is a 

unique m -set containing one of its elements, and  

(c)    GGf mm   if and only if no m -set of G is the unique m -set 

containing any of its proper subsets.  

Proof. (a) Let   .0 Gf m  Then, by definition,   0 Mf m  for some m -

set M of G so that the empty set  is the minimum forcing subset for M. Since 

the empty set  is a subset of every set, it follows that M is the unique m -set 

of G. The converse is clear.  

(b) Let   .1 Gf m  Then by Theorem 2.8(a), G has at two least two m -

sets. Also, since   ,1 Gf m  there is a singleton subset T of a m -set M of G 
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such that T is not a subset of any other m -set of G. Thus M is the unique 

m -set containing one of its elements. The converse is clear.  

(c) Let    .GGf mm   Then    GMf mm   for every m -set M in G. 

Also, we know that   2 Gm  and hence   .2 Gf m  Then by Theorem 

2.7(a), G has at least two m -sets and so the empty set  is not a forcing 

subset for any m -set of G. Since    ,GMf mm   no proper subset of M is a 

forcing subset of M. Thus no m -set of G is the unique m -set containing any 

of its proper subsets. Conversely, the data implies that G contains more than 

one m -set and no subset of any m -set M other than M is a forcing subset 

for M. Hence it follows that    .GGf mm    

Theorem 2.9. Let G be a connected graph and let  be the set of relative 

complements of the minimum forcing subsets in their respective m -sets in G. 

Then FF  is the set of monophonic global dominating vertices of G.  

Proof. Let X be the set of all monophonic global dominating vertices of G. 

We are to show that .FX F   Let .Xv   Then v is a monophonic global 

dominating of G that belongs to every m -set M of G. Let MT   be any 

minimum forcing subset for any m -set M of G. We claim that .Tv   If 

,Tv   then  vTT   is a proper subset of T such that M is the unique 

m -set containing T   so that T   is a forcing subset for M with ,TT   

which is a contradiction to T is a minimum forcing subset for M. Thus Tv   

and so ,Fv   where F is the relative complement of T in M. Hence 

Fv F   so that .FX F    

Conversely, let .Fv F   Then v belongs to the relative complement of 

T in M for every T and every M such that ,MT   where T is a minimum 

forcing subset for M. Since F is the relative complement of T in M, we have 

MF   and thus Mv   for every M, which implies that v is a monophonic 

global dominating vertex of G. Thus Xv   and so .XFF   Hence 

.FX F    

Theorem 2.10. Let G be a connected graph and X be the set of all 

monophonic global dominating vertices of G. Then     .XGGf mm    
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Proof. Let M be any m -set of G. Then   MXMGm  ,  and M is 

the unique m -set containing .XM   Thus   XMXMGf m   

  .XGXM m     

Remark 2.11. The bounds in the Theorem 2.10 is sharp. For the G given 

in Figure 2.2,         31,121   GGfMfMf mmmm  and .2X  

Thus     .XGGf mm    

In the following we determine the forcing monophonic global domination 

number of some standard graphs.  

Observation 2.12 (i). If G is either the complete graph  2nKn  or the 

star     0,31,1   GfnK mn   

(ii) For a double star   .0,  GfG m  

Theorem 2.13. For the cycle  .4 nCG n   

   














otherwise

nif

nif

Gf m

2

3mod01

43

 

Proof. Let nC  be .,,,, 121 vvvv n   

Case 1. Let .4n  Then    43223211 ,,,,, vvvSvvvS   

 1433 ,, vvvS   and  2144 ,, vvvS   are the only four minimum 

monophonic global dominating sets of G such that    21 SfSf mm    

    343   SfSf mm  so that   .3 Gf m  

Case 2. Let .5n  Then    42124311 ,,,,, vvvSvvvS   

   54245313 ,,,,, vvvSvvvS   and  5325 ,, vvvS   are the only five 

minimum monophonic global dominating sets of G such that   2 im Sf  for 

51  i  so that   .2 Gf m   

Case 3. Let  .3mod0n  Let .2,3  kkn  Then 

 13741 ,,,,  kvvvvS   is the unique m -set of G containing  ,1v  so that 

  .1 Gf m  
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Case 4. Let  .3mod1n  Let .3,13  kkn  Let S be any m -set of 

G. Then it is easily verified that any singleton subset of S is a subset of 

another m -set of G and so   .2 Gf m  Now,  137411 ,,,,  kvvvvS   is 

the unique m -set of G containing  131, kvv  so that   .2 Gf m  

 Case 5. Let  .3mod01 n  Let .2,13  kkn  Let S be any m -

set of G. Then it is easily verified that any singleton subset of S is a subset of 

another m -set of G and so   .2 Gf m  Now,  237411 ,,,,  kvvvvS   is 

the unique m -set of G containing  231, kvv  so that   .2 Gf m   

Theorem 2.14. For the path  ,4 nPG n   

 

 

 

 















83012

5301

43010

nandmodnif

nandmodnif

nandmodnif

Gf m  

Proof. Let nP  be .,,,, 321 nvvvv    

Case 1. Let .4n  Then  411 , vvS   is the unique m -set of G such 

that   .0 Gf m   

Case 2. Let  .3mod01 n  Let .2,13  kkn  Then 

 1323741 ,,,,,  kk vvvvvS   is the unique m -set of G so that 

  .0 Gf m   

Case 3. Let  .3mod0n  Let .2,3  kkn  Then  6311 ,, vvvS   

and  6412 ,, vvvS   are the only two m -set of G such that 

    121   SfSf mm  so that   .1 Gf m  Next assume that ,3k  then 

 kvvvvvS 39631 ,,,,,   is the unique m -set of G containing  3v  so that 

  .1 Gf m   

Case 4. Let  .3mod01 n  Let ,13  kn  First assume that .2k  

Then    53125211 ,,,,, vvvSvvvS   and  5413 ,, vvvS   are the only 

three m -set of G such that       1321   SfSfSf mmm  so that   .1 Gf m  

Next assume that ,3k  then  ,,,,,,, 132353741  kkk vvvvvvS   is the 
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unique m -set of G containing  2353 ,  kk vv  so that   .2 Gf m   

Theorem 2.15. For wheel    GfnCKG mn   ,511  

.
52

51










nfor

nfor
  

Proof. Let   xKV 1  and    .,,, 1211   nn vvvCV   For ,5n  

 311 ,, vvxS   and  422 ,, vvxS   are the only two m -sets of G so that 

  .1 Gf m  So, let .5n  Then x is the monophonic global dominating vertex 

of G. Let    .11,,  njivuxS jiij  Since mn  ,5 -set is not 

unique so that   .1 Gf m  Now no singleton subsets of ijS  is a forcing subset 

of ijS  and   .2 Gf m  Since ijS  is the unique m -set of G containing 

 ,, ji vu  it follows that   .2 Gf m    

Theorem 2.16. For the fan graph     .0,511   GfnPKG mn   

Proof. Let    xKV 1  and    .,,, 1211   nn vvvPV   Then 

 11,,  nvvxZ  is the set of monophonic global dominating vertices of G. By 

Theorem 1.1, Z is a subset of every monophonic global dominating set of G 

and so   .3 Gm  Since   ,\ ZGV  is dominated by an element of Z and 

  ,\ ZGV  is dominated by an element of Z, Z is a m -set of G. Since Z is the 

unique m -set of G, we have   .0 Gf m    

In view of Observation 2.6, we have the following realization result.  

Theorem 2.17. For every pair of positive integers a and b with ba 0  

and ,1 ab  there exists a connected graph G such that   aGf m   and 

  .bGm    

Proof. Let  aiywvuP iiiii 1,,,:  be a copy path of order 4. Let H 

be a graph obtained from  aiPi 1  by adding a new vertex x joining x 

with each  aiui 1  and each  .1 aiyi   Let G be a graph obtained 

from H a by adding new vertices 121 ,,, abzzz   and joining x with each 

 .11  abizi  The graph G is shown in Figure 2.3.  
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First we show that   .bGm   Let  121 ,,,,  abzzzxZ   be the set 

of all monophonic global dominating vertices of G and  iii wvH ,  

 .1 ai   It is easily seen that every minimum monophonic dominating set 

of G contains at least one vertex from each  aiHi 1  and so 

  .11 baabGm   Now  avvvZS ,,, 21   is a monophonic 

dominating set of G so that   .bGm    

 

Figure 2.3 

Next we show that   .aGf m   By Observation 2.6,    GGf mm    

.aZ   Now since   bGm   and every minimum monophonic global 

dominating set of G contains Z, it is easily seen that every m -set of G is of 

the form  ,,,, 21 asssZS   where  .1 ajHs ii   Let T be any 

proper subset of S with .aT   Then there exists a vertex  ajsj 1  

such that .Ts j   Let jt  be a vertex of jH  distinct from .js  Then 

    jj tsSS 1  is a m -set of G properly containing T. Therefore T is 

not a forcing subset of S. This is true for all m -sets of G. Hence it follows 

that   .aGf m    
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